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Notes from March meeting (Condensed version: see website for complete minutes) 
 
Treasurer’s report: Jim Neal reported 410 members. We had a beginning checkbook balance of 
$16,415, disbursements of $904 and an ending balance of $15,804. The New Range Fund has a 
balance of $45,918 in it. 
 
New Applicants Introduced: Michael Fraser, Cody Fontenot, Donald Carlson, Timothy Berryhill, Jay 
Davis introduced themselves and petitioned the Club for membership. One of these was an unfortunate 
victim of failing to renew by June 30th and is having to go through the entire New Member process all 
over again! Don’t let this happen to you! Pay in May! 
 
New Members Voted In: Eddie Kjeruiff, Raymond Culberson, Steve Noblit, Daren Smith, James 
McReynolds, Todd Ott and James Benbrook were voted into the Club. 
 
Miscellaneous Reports: A member reported hearing a rumor of an accidental discharge at the Range! 
Club Officers were totally unaware of the incident or the rumor. Confirmation of the AD was 
confirmed at the meeting, a discussion and investigation ensued. The AD happened to a guest of a 
Club member. The Officers talked with the members who witnessed this event, either directly or 
indirectly and have replaced our normal monthly newsletter with this special edition which addresses 
some of the issues that lead to this unfortunate event. Thankfully there were no injuries. 
Follow-up on Accidental Discharge incident: It appears a relatively new member misinterpreted the 
Club’s Guest Policy and invited a non-member Firearms Instructor to conduct the firing range portion 
of a Concealed Carry Class at our Range. It was reportedly after this class that the Instructor had the 
AD. Several members apparently witnessed the AD either directly or indirectly (knew that it happened 
immediately afterward). It seems that each thought someone else would report it to the Club Officers, 
so, in the end, NO report was made to any Club Officer. 
 
Protecting Our Club – Your Duties as a Member 

1. We depend on our current members to insure that future members are safe 
shooters and good citizens.  Sponsor only those new members whom you believe will 
be responsible, and safety conscious; people you won’t mind being beside you on the 
firing line. 

2. Take your duty to orient a new member seriously.  If you are rusty on the rules, study 
up and prepare for your Range Safety Orientation session with the new member you are 
sponsoring.  Cover every section of the Range.  Our sport is hazardous.  It’s only 
dangerous when people don’t know the rules or don’t follow them.  Make sure the new 
member you sponsor KNOWS the safety rules.  You don’t want to have to check your 
conscience if a new member is hurt or dangerous because you did a sloppy job on their 
safety orientation. 

3. Bringing a guest to the Range is a big responsibility.  Bringing a guest to get them off 
your back or repay a favor and not being prepared to watch them closely for safety’s 
sake is more than wrong- it could be deadly.  You may have to learn to say no.  At the 
least, you may have to postpone any shooting of your own so you can watch over them. 

4. Don’t be afraid to tell someone that they need to put on their safety glasses and 
hearing protection.  If someone is doing something dangerous, take the time and the 
initiative to talk to them.  Nobody wants to be the nagger or tattle-tale, but safety is more 
important than hurt feelings.   

5. Report unsafe acts and conditions to a Club Officer.  Don’t assume someone else 
will do it.  Nothing good will come from a bad incident swept under the rug because 
someone didn’t want to get involved. 



Please Read and Heed 
Recent incidents indicate that it’s necessary to restate and re-emphasize some important Range rules 
and procedures.  We have over 400 members.  To best accommodate the needs of as many members as 
possible, reasonable rules have been published in the Range Rule Book.  Please review it. 

1. Guest policy: The Range Rules state that a member can bring guests to the Range, but only that 
small number that they can safely personally supervise.  Guests who come to the Range on a 
continuing basis need to join.   

2. Use of the Range by NRA Instructors, Youth groups, public organizations, etc.  Because of our 
limited facilities, the Officers only allow a small number of outside organizations to use the 
Range on a limited number of days each year so that dues- paying members are inconvenienced 
as little as possible while still acting  to support recreational shooting, especially among youth.  
Members can not approve the use of the Range by anyone.  All requests for Range use must be 
submitted to the Club Officers well in advance to allow for evaluation and publication of the 
special range use being allowed and any related restrictions. 

3. Safety Incidents: Any accident, injury, incident, or dispute that occurs at the Range must be 
immediately reported to a Range Officer so that appropriate action can be taken.  If in doubt, 
call. Even if you weren’t personally involved, if you know something, please call an officer. 

4. Emergencies at the Range: The Range cannot supply all the safety, medical, communication, 
and other facilities and equipment that might be needed in every type of emergency.  Every 
member and guest of a member uses the Range at their own risk.  Have your own supplies and 
plans to deal with emergencies.  The Range is remote and primitive.  Plan ahead. 

5. If in doubt about the safety of anything you want to do at the Range, don’t.  Read the Rule 
Book or contact a Range Officer. 

6. There is NO HANDLING OF FIREARMS ALLOWED under the Pavilion! Recently a 
couple of members were observed cleaning firearms in this area. Cleaning of firearms at the 
range must be done under the firing line covers adhering to the policy of keeping the muzzle 
downrange and only handling their firearms when the line is “HOT” and no one is downrange. 

Portable Target Frames 
The Club has recently spent many man-hours and hundreds of dollars on steel, welding rods 
and supplies to build 6 new portable target frames and repair a dozen more.  By repair, what is 
meant is that most were so shot up, only the base could be salvaged and the uprights all had to 
be cut off and replaced. The extent to which they were shot up with centerfire ammunition was 
shameful.  When frames are cut in two by multiple hits in the same area, it’s on purpose.  See 
the Range Rules regarding destruction of Range equipment. The frames are built to hold 
cardboard 18 inches wide and up to 30 inches tall. Please use the proper cardboard on the 
frames and place your target frame so that your shots will not damage anything else, including 
other frames, downrange. 

 
Special Notice: The NRA has extended the $300 Life Membership offer, NO sponsor required. Just 
call 888-678-7894  
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